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Section A
Answer allthe following (1.5 marks each)

1. Show that a polynomial is always a function of bounded variation on every compact
interval.

2. lflis an incieasing function defined on [a,b], prove that the sum of jumps of/at every
finite collection of points in (a,b) is always bounded.

3. Prove that if f e fr, then /2 e A. rc converse true? Justify.

4. Suppose f is a real, continuously differentiable function on [a,b], /(a) : /(b) : 0
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f2@) d,r :1. prove that I *f @)f' (r) d,r: +.J" Jo -t 'v \ / 
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5. tf / is Riemann integrable, then / is of bounded variation, Justify.

6. Define Uniform closure. Prove that a sequence {/r} converges to / with respect to
the metric of €(X) if and only if fn ---+ / uniformly on X.

7. Prove that C(X) is complete with respect to the supremum norm.

8. Show by an example that the limit of a sequence of Riemann integrable functions
need not be Riemann integrable.

9. Prove that liq(l * n)rl* : 
".

10. Find the limit lim ffiH
(1.5x10=151

Section B

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

LL. Prove or disprove: lf / is of bounded variation on [a, b] and / is nowhere zero on

lo,b],then + 
is of bounded variation on [o, b].

L2. Derive a relation between the Riemann-Stieltjes upper sums of a function
corresponding to a pqrtition and its refinement?

13. Prove that / e 9(a) if and only if f a' e fr
L4. Discuss the uniform convergence of the sequence {f"} , where

f^(*):#*;re[0,1]



15. tf {/r} is a sequence of continuous functions of -E and if fn -+ / uniformly on E,
prove that / is continuous on E.

16. o"rv' 
Prove that if f (*) :\u*"; -1 < r < I and ! c,, is convergent, then

n:0

lim f(z): i
z-+1 " ' LCn'

=0

(5x4=20)
Section C

Answer any 4 (10 marks each)

L7.7. Define equivalent paths. State and prove a necessary and sufficient condition for
equivalence of two paths which are one to one on its domain. Give an example for
non-equivalent paths.

OR

2. a) Define the total variation of a function of bounded variation. Prove that the total
variation is zero iff / is constant.
b) State and prove the additive property of total variation of a funition of bounded
variation.

18'1' ret/(z)-[t ifrec t
t 0 ;i;i'r 'for allz € [0,1], where C is the cantor set' Prove

that/ e 9onlO,Ll.
OR
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a.Provethatif/ e fr(a), I ,*: I foo*
loaa
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b. Evaluate I fio where f (*) : llogn) and o
J
1
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f
I fd,aforo( c<b.

J

is the identity function.

tg.t. Construct a real valued function which is nowhere differentiable and continuous
everywhere on iR.

OR

2. Discuss the uniform convergence of the sequence {f"(*)}, where

f"(*): Jn\=dnn, n € (0,1)

20.L. lntroduce trigonometric functions using exponentia! series and hence derive any two
properties of them.

OR

1@-nz' 
a.tt E(z): - fi, oror" that E(r)

b.lf z is a complex number wiht lzl :
such that E(it) : z.

:e'Vr€]R

1, prove that there is a unique t e 10,%r)

(10x4=40)


